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Description

[0001] This invention relates to a battery systenn,

comprising at least one battery cell having a battery cell

housing, and a housing support external to the battery 5

cell housing and comprised of at least two split shell seg-

ments.

[0002] Spacecraft such as communications and other

types of satellites carry onboard power-generation sys-

tems and batteries to store the generated power for io

peak-consumption situations and for use when the pow-

er-generation system has reduced power output. For

example, an earth-orbiting communications satellite

with solar cells for the production of electricity has bat-

teries to provide power when the solar cells are In shade i5

or oriented in relation to the sun In such as manner that

the power output is below that required to operate the

satellite.

[0003] The batteries, which are made of a number of

individual battery cells, are part of a battery system 20

which Includes structural support and thermal manage-

ment for the batteries, and an electrical control and dis-

tribution system. The present Invention deals with the

structural support and thermal management of the bat-

teries. Although the batteries are weightless in space, 25

they must be properly supported for the loadings and

vibrations that are experienced during the testing, trans-

portation, and launching, and the internal pressure pro-

duced within the battery cell during operation must be

structurally contained. When the batteries are used in 30

space, the chemical reactions occurring during the

charging/discharging cycle produce heat. The batteries

must be supported in such a manner that the batteries

are not damaged by structural loadings and vibrations,

and also such that the internal heat produced within the 35

battery cells is conducted away to a heat sink so that

the cells are not heated above their operating limits.

[0004] Several approaches are known for the struc-

tural support and thermal management of the batteries.

Most commonly, the battery cells are bonded to an alu-

minum thermal flange that is connected to the space-

craft radiator, which serves as the heat sink. The cells

and thermal flanges are mechanically supported on alu-

minum shelves. In recent developments, composite ma-
terials have been used to form the thermal flanges and

also used in cylindrical split shells to support the batter-

ies. Even though aluminum is a low-density metal, the

fabrication of the thermal flanges from composite mate-

rials reduces the weight of the structure even further.

The weight of the spacecraft is a critical concern, as the so

cost of launching the spacecraft runs to the thousands

of dollars per pound (1 pound = 0.45 kg). The composite

approaches previously proposed reduce the weight, but

do not achieve a minimal weight and acceptable me-
chanical performance by integrating thermal and struc- ss

tural components.

[0005] A battery system as stated in the outset Is for

example disclosed In US-A-5,31 0,141. This document
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discloses a cylindrical battery for use in spacecraft. The

battery is made up of a plurality of nickel-hydrogen bat-

tery cells, each of which is enclosed in a pressure ves-

sel, to contain Internal pressures. Heat is generated in

each cell during charge and discharge. The battery cell

pressure vessel has a metal body In the shape of a cyl-

inder. As to support a thermal conduction element, a first

and a second sleeve array are provided and dimen-

sioned to closely fit about the exterior of the cylindrical

pressure vessel body. The sleeve array has a monolith-

ic, unitary, electrically insulating structure. Both sleeve

arrays are made of carbon-fiber reinforced resin, with

the directions of the axis of at least some of the fibers

longitudinal, parallel to a longitudinal axis. In order to

hold both halves together, a bold and a nut are provided.

The two-sleeve assembly is adhesively fixed to a radi-

ating plate, which serves as a heat sink and a supporting

means to hold the sleeves together.

[0006] There is a need for a battery system having

satisfactory structural support for the battery cell and al-

so good heat removal. Such a battery system has direct

application in spacecraft, but also in other battery appli-

cations as well.

[0007] The present invention provides a battery sys-

tem defined by the features of claim 1 . It utilizes a com-

posite battery cell housing support that achieves excel-

lent structural support of the battery cell and multiple

battery cells supported together as a battery pack. The

battery cell housing support also achieves high heat-re-

moval efficiency from the battery cell. These benefits are

realized with greatly reduced weight as compared with

prior approaches. Structural support and thermal man-

agement parameters are selectable to achieve the op-

timum respective properties, without resorting to prop-

erty compromises that result in sub-optimal perform-

ance.

[0008] The present invention further provides a meth-

od for preparing a battery system which Is defined by

the features of claim 8.

[0009] In accordance with the invention, a battery sys-

tem comprises a battery cell having a battery cell hous-

ing, and a housing support external to the battery cell

housing. The housing support comprises at least two

split shell segments. Each split shell segment includes

a heat conductor inner layer comprising a plurality of

heat-conducting fibers, with each of the heat-conducting

fibers having a sink end thereof, and a structural support

outer layer overlying the heat conductor Inner layer. The

structural support layer is made of a fiber-reinforced

composite material. A layer of a structural adhesive

bonds the respective heat conductor inner layer of each

split shell segment to the battery cell housing. A thermal

sink is in thermal contact with the sink ends of the plu-

rality of heat-conducting fibers of each of the split shell

segments. The thermal sink is located at one end of the

battery cell, and a structural base to which the structural

support layer is joined is disposed at the other end of

the battery cell.
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[0010] The heat-conducting fibers are preferably

high-thermal-conductivity graphite. These heat-con-

ducting fibers preferentially conduct the heat produced

in the battery cell to the heat sink. They provide some
longitudinal stiffness to the battery system, but are not 5

the principal structural supports. The structural support

layer is preferably made of a high-strength graphite-fib-

er-relnforced polymeric matrix, applied to an Intermedi-

ate mandrel by an off-axis winding or layup operation

that produces controllable circumferential and axial io

components to the strength that may be selected for par-

ticular applications.

[001 1] The battery cell housing may be in the form of

an elongated cylinder with the electrochemical elec-

trodes within the housing. In accordance with this aspect is

of the Invention, a battery system comprises a battery

cell having a generally cylindrical battery cell housing

with a cylindrical axis and a cylindrical external surface.

There is a housing support external to the cylindrical

housing. The housing support comprises at least two 20

split shell segments. Each of the segments includes a

heat conductor inner layer comprising a plurality of heat-

conducting fibers aligned substantially parallel to the cy-

lindrical axis of the battery cell housing, with each of the

heat-conducting fibers being made of high-thermal-con- 25

ductivity graphite and having a sink end thereof. A struc-

tural support outer layer overiles the plurality of heat-

conducting fibers. The structural support outer layer Is

made of a graphite fiber-reinforced composite material.

A layer of a structural adhesive bonds the heat conduc- 30

tor inner layer of each split shell segment to the battery

cell housing. A thermal sink is in thermal contact with

the sink ends of the plurality of heat-conducting fibers,

the thermal sink being disposed at a first end of the bat-

tery cell housing. 35

[001 2] It is not uncommon that a communications sat-

ellite will employ a large number of battery cells, typically

24-60 battery cells in current communications satellites,

to provide the required battery system output and stor-

age capacity. The multiple battery cells are arranged to-

gether in battery packs of convenient size. For example,

one satellite system requires 32 battery cells, arranged

In four battery packs of eight battery cells each. The

present Invention may be used with such battery packs

of battery cells, to even greater advantage than 45

achieved in conjunction with single battery cells.

[0013] In accordance with this aspect of the invention,

a battery system comprises a plurality of battery cells,

each of the battery cells having a battery cell housing.

There is a respective housing support external to and so

overiying each battery cell housing, with each housing

support comprising at least two split shell segments.

Each split shell segment includes a heat conductor Inner

layer comprising a plurality of heat-conducting fibers,

and each of the heat-conducting fibers has a sink end ss

thereof. There is a structural support outer layer overly-

ing the heat conductor inner layer, wherein the structural

support layer is made of a fiber-reinforced composite
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material. A layer of a structural adhesive bonds the heat

conductor Inner layer of each respective split shell seg-

ment to its battery cell housing. A thermal sink is in ther-

mal contact with the sink ends of the plurality of heat-

conducting fibers, and a structural base Is joined to the

structural support outer layer.

[0014] In such a battery pack having a plurality of bat-

tery cells, the Individual support housings and their re-

spective battery celt housings extend between the ther-

mal sink and the structural base to impart a high rigidity

to the structure that resists deformation. Consequently,

separate load-bearing supports extending between the

thermal sink and the structural base are not required in

the overall support structure of the battery pack, permit-

ting the weight of the support structure of the battery

pack to be reduced.

[0015] The mounting approach of the invention pro-

vides great flexibility In selecting the orientation of the

battery cells within the battery pack, as well as the In-

terconnect wiring leading between the battery cells. The
ability to select these design parameters within the

scope of the mounting structure allows the spacecraft

designer to control to some extent the dipole moment of

the battery pack and thence the dipole moment of the

spacecraft.

[001 6] The battery system of the invention provides a

significant improvement In achieving the required struc-

tural support and thermal dissipation required In a

spacecraft, with reduced weight. Other features and ad-

vantages of the present invention will be apparent from

the following more detailed description of the preferred

embodiment, taken in conjunction with the accompany-

ing drawings, which illustrate, by way of example, the

principles of the Invention. The scope of the invention Is

not, however, limited to this preferred embodiment.

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a battery cell and

Its thermal/structural support;

Figure 2 is a perspective view like that of Figure 1,

with a portion of one end of the thermal/structural

support broken away to illustrate the battery cell;

Figure 3 is an enlarged sectional view of the battery

system of Figure 1 , taken along lines 3-3 of Figure 1

;

Figure 4 Is an enlarged sectional view of the battery

system of Figure 1 . taken along lines 4-4 of Figure 1

;

Figure 5 is a perspective view of a battery pack uti-

lizing multiple battery cells, with a portion of the

structural base and the side walls removed to illus-

trate the interior of the battery system; and

Figure 6 is a process flow diagram of a process for

preparing the battery system.

[0017] Figures 1 and 2 Illustrate a battery system 20

including a battery cell 22, which Is preferably a nickel-

hydrogen battery cell. The battery cell 22 has a battery

cell housing 24 made of a metal such as the nickel-base

alloy Inconel, and a housing suppori 26 external to the

battery cell housing 24. The battery cell housing 24 in-
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eludes a generally cylindrical surface 28 with a cylindri-

cal axis 30 and an orthogonal circumferential direction

31, and oppositely disposed domed ends 32 joined to

the cylindrical surface 28. This cylindrical configuration

is preferred, but the present invention is not limited to

such a shape and is more broadly applicable. Electrical

contacts 34 of opposite polarity extend from the two

domed ends 32. The external and internal structures of

the battery cell 22 (but not those of the support housing

26) are known in the art and are described, for example,

in US Patents 4.683,178; 4.369,212; 4.283,844;

4.262,061; 4,250.235; 4.000,350; and 3,669.744. The
present invention is not concerned with the internal

structural details of the battery cell 22 or its operation.

[0018] The housing support 26 is formed of at least

two, and preferably exactly two, split shell segments 26a

and 26b. The split shell segments 26a and 26b may be

visualized as being formed by slicing the generally cy-

lindrical housing support 26 with a plane in which the

cylindrical axis 30 lies. The two split shell segments 26a

and 26b, when contacted to the cylindrical surface 28 of

the battery cell 22, together act as the housing support

26.

[0019] Figures 3 and 4 illustrate sections through the

battery system 20, with Figure 3 taken perpendicular to

the cylindrical axis 30 and Figure 4 taken perpendicular

to the circumferential direction 31 . Figures 3 and 4 are

not drawn to scale.

[0020] The housing support 26 (and thence the two

split shell segments 26a and 26b that form it) overiies

and contacts the cylindrical surface 28 on the outside of

the battery cell 22. Lying immediately adjacent to the

cylindrical surface 28 of the battery cell housing 24 is an

adhesive layer 36. The principal function of the adhesive

layer 36 Is to bond the overlying structure of the housing

support 26 to the battery cell housing 24. The adhesive

layer 36 also acts as an electrical insulator. The elec-

trodes and electrical conductors within the battery cell

22 are Isolated from the walls of the battery cell housing

24, but the adhesive layer 36 is provided to externally

isolate the battery cell housing 24 to prevent the battery

cell 22 from shorting during assembly, test, transporta-

tion, and launch.

[0021] The adhesive layer 36 Is preferably made as a

three-sublayer structure comprising a scrim cloth 38

with a film of adhesive 40 on either side of the scrim

cloth 38. The scrim cloth 38 is preferablymade ofwoven
glass fibers and the adhesive is preferably an epoxy.

Suitable adhesive layered structures 36 are available

commercially as Ablefilm from Ablestik, Rancho
Domlnguez Hills, CA, using 3M type EC221 6 epoxy. The
Ablefilm material is supplied in a frozen form that is

thawed for application and use. The adhesive layer 36

is typically from about 0.0178 - 0.0381 cm (0.007 to

about 0.015 inches) thick.

[0022] A heat-conductor inner layer 42 overiies and

contacts the electrically insulative adhesive layer 36.

The heat-conductor inner layer 42 comprises heat-con-

ducting fibers 44 oriented generally parallel to the cylin-

drical axis 30. The heat conducting fibers 44 may be ori-

ented away from the cylindrical axis 30 by about 10 de-

grees or more, yet still accomplish their heat-conducting

5 function satisfactorily. An orientation of less than about

10 degrees is preferred, however, to achieve the best

heat-conduction performance. The heat-conducting fib-

ers 44 are preferably made of a high-thermal-conduc-

tivity graphite material of the type known in the art. As
used herein, such a "high-thermal-conductivity fiber"

must have a thermal conductivity of greater than 160

Watts/meter-°K. This definition is selected because the

thermal conductivity of the high-thermal conductivity fib-

er is to be greater than that of conventional aluminum

alloys used in aerospace applications, which is about

160 Watts/meter-°K. Such a high-thermal-conductivity

graphite material is commercially available as XN70A
material from Nippon Graphite or PI 00 material from

Amoco. The thermal conductivity of such fibers is about

193 Watts/meter-'^K. well above that ofaluminum alloys.

The fibers 44 are embedded in a polymeric matrix 46.

such as, for example, an epoxy, but the polymeric matrix

Is not limited to this material. The fibers 44 are preferably

present in as high a volume fraction of the heat-conduc-

tor layer 42 as possible, in order to achieve a high ther-

mal flow through the layer. In a preferred embodiment,

the fibers 44 are present in a volume fraction of 60 vol-

ume percent of the heat-conductor inner layer 42. The
heat-conductor layer 42 is preferably a minimum of

0,102 cm (0.040 inches) thick, but can be thicker as de-

sired. Excessive thicknesses add unnecessary weight

As a practical matter, a preferred maximum thickness of

the heat-conductor inner layer 42 is about 0,1524 cm
(0.060 inches).

[0023] A structural support outer layer 48 overiies and

contacts the heat-conductor inner layer 42. The struc-

tural support outer layer48 is a composite material, pref-

erably comprising structural fibers 50 embedded In a

polymeric matrix 52. The structural fibers 50 are prefer-

ably, but not necessarily, made ofa high-strength graph-

ite material. (The structural fibers 50 can be the same
materia! as the heat-conducting fibers 44, if they are

both strong and of high thermal conductivity.) Such a

high-strength graphite material is commercially availa-

ble as M40J fiber from Toray ofTokyo, Japan or IM7 fiber

from Hercules. The polymeric matrix 52 Is preferably an

epoxy. but the polymeric matrix is not limited to this ma-
terial. The volume fraction of the fibers 50 in the matrix

52 is selected to produce mechanical properties desired

for the particular battery system. In a presently preferred

approach, the fibers 50 are present in the matrix 52 in

an amount of about 60 volume percent. The structural

support layer 48 is preferably a minimum of 0,051 cm
(0.020 inches) thick, but can be thicker as desired. Ex-

cessive thicknesses add unnecessary weight. As a

practical matter, a preferred maximum thickness of the

structural support outer layer 48 is about 0,102 cm
(0.040 inches).
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[0024] The structural fibers 50 are illustrated in Fig-

ures 3 and 4 as extending generally parallel to the cir-

cumferential direction 31 so as to provide a high hoop

strength to the structural support outer layer 48, the pre-

ferred approach. The structural fibers 50 may also be

oriented at an angle intermediate between the circum-

ferential direction 31 and the axial direction 30, such as

at about ±45 degrees to the cylindrical axis 30, as re-

quired to produce selected stiffness and strength prop-

erties for the housing support 26. In a preferred manu-

facturing approach, the structural fibers 50 are applied

by filament winding, so that they are oriented interme-

diate between the circumferential direction 31 and the

axial direction 30.

[0025] The heat-conducting fibers 44 of the heat-con-

ductor inner layer 42 conduct heat from the wall of the

battery cell housing 24 and parallel to the cylindrical axis

30, as indicated by heat flow arrows 54 in Figure 4. The

heat flows toward a sink end 55 of the heat-conducting

fibers 44, which are Joined to a thermal sink 56 that is

preferably located at one end of the cylindrical housing

24 and the housing support 26. The thermal sink 56 has

a radiating surface 57 on the side remote from the heat-

conducting fibers 44, so that heat flowing to the thermal

sink 56 is radiated away into space, as indicated by the

radiation arrows 58. Preferably, a metallic layer 59 is po-

sitioned on the thermal sink 56 at its radiating surface

57, to serve as a portion of the Faraday shield surround-

ing the battery cells and other spacecraft components.

[0026] The thermal sink 56 may be made of any suit-

able material. It is preferably made of a fiber-composite

material of the same type as the structural support outer

layer 48, although it could be made of other types of fib-

er-composite material such as the fiber-composite ma-

terial of the heat-conductor layer 42. The sink end 55 of

the heat-conducting fibers 44 is generously faired and

joined to the thermal sink 56 by any appropriate tech-

nique which has a relatively low thermal impedance.

The preferred approach is a thermal shim 53 made of a

high-thermal-conductivity, low-electrical-conductivity

material. The preferred thermal shim 53 is made of a

fiber-reinforced elastomer termed CHO-THERM manu-
factured by Chomerics, Inc. If only high thermal conduc-

tivity {but not low electrical conductivity) is required, the

thermal shim 53 may be made of grafoil GTA graphite-

containing composite material, available from Union

Carbide, Cleveland, Ohio, but it could be made of other

materials such as copper or aluminum. Bolts (not

shown) hold the heat-conductor layer 42 and the struc-

tural support outer layer 48 to the thermal sink 56, with

the thermal shim 53 therebetween.

[0027] A structural base 60, serving as a shear panel,

is positioned at an opposite end of the battery cell 22

and housing support 26 from the thermal sink 56. The
structural support outer layer 48 is joined to the struc-

tural base 60. The structural base 60 may be made of

any operable material, but it is preferably made of a

composite material, such as the same composite mate-

rial as the structural support outer layer 48, in order to

achieve high strength and low weight. The structural

support layer 48 is joined to the structural base 60 by

any operable approach, but it is preferably joined with

5 bolts.

[0028] The structural base 60 is a structural compo-

nent designed primarily to carry the weight, torsional,

and vibrational forces of the battery system 20. The ther-

mal sink 56, on the other hand, is designed primarily to

conduct and radiate heat away. Nevertheless, the struc-

tural base 60 can serve to dissipate some heat, and the

thermal sink 56 does carry a structural load. According-

ly, the heat-conductor inner layer 42 is faired into and

attached to the structural base 60 or to the side of the

structural support layer 48 remote from the structural

base 60 (as shown in Figure 4). Similarly, the structural

support outer layer 48 is faired into and bolted to the

same side of the thermal sink 56 to which the heat-con-

ductor inner layer 42 is bonded.

[0029] The relative degrees of thermal conduction

and load transfer into the structural base and Into the

thermal sink may be selectively established during man-

ufacture by varying the nature of the end bonding of the

layers in the manner illustrated in Figure 4. For example,

the approach illustrated at the left side of Figure 4 trans-

fers more load and less heat into the structural base 60,

because the mode of bonding of the structural support

layer 48 partially insulates the heat-conductor inner lay-

er 42 from the structural base 60. The approach illus-

trated at the right side of Figure 4 transfers less load and

more heat into the thermal sink 56, because the heat-

conductor inner layer 42 extends to the thermal sink 56

and there is a relatively small shear area where the

structural support layer 48 bonds to the thermal sink 56.

The specific geometry of these bonded connections

may be varied to control the relative heat flow and struc-

tural loadings transferred into the structural base and

the thermal sink, providing the spacecraft designer with

great flexibility in design selection.

[0030] By separating the functions of the heat-con-

ductor Inner layer 42 and the structural support outer

layer 48, these layers may be separately optimized. In

some prior composite supports for batteries, the heat

conduction and structural support functions were com-

bined in a single element, and the design of that element

represented a compromise between structural strength

and heat conduction. In the present approach, no such

compromise is required and the functions of the layers

42 and 48 are separately optimized.

[0031] The structural base 60 and thermal sink 56 are

illustrated in Figures 1 -4 for use with a single battery cell

22. As shown in Figure 5, in most applications multiple

battery cells 22 are supported between a single struc-

tural base and a single thermal sink. In the battery pack

62 of Figure 5, eight battery cells 22 and their respective

housing supports 26 extend between the structural base

60 and the thermal sink 56. The structure of the ele-

ments and their attachments are as described previous-
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ly in relation to Figures 1-4,

[0032] The eight battery cells 22 and their respective

housing supports 26 serve as nearly rigid structural el-

ements interconnecting the structural base 60 and the

thermal sink 56 of the battery pack 62. The battery cells 5

22 and their housing supports 26 provide deformation

resistance in the axial direction 30. Inasmuch as they

are laterally displaced from each other in two dimen-

sions, they also impart shear strength to the battery pack

62. Thus, the walls of the battery cells 22 serve to con- io

tain the internal pressure within the battery cells. The
battery cells 22 and the housing supports 26 also add

shear strength to the battery pack. For some applica-

tions, separate structural members performing the inter-

connection of the structural base and the thermal sink i5

and providing shear resistance of the structure are not

required, so that the battery pack weight is substantially

lower than would otherwise be the case. The side walls

64 provided on the lateral sides of the battery pack 62

serve primarily as curtains to exclude debris from the 20

interior of the battery pack 62 rather than as structural

elements. In other applications, the side walls do per-

form structural functions and may have reinforcing

members such as cross straps mounted thereon. The

side walls or the ends of the battery pack may be used 25

to mount auxiliary equipment such as switches, relays,

wiring, sensors, etc.

[0033] Figure 6 illustrates a preferred method for fab-

ricating the preferred battery system of the invention. A
cylindrical mandrel having substantially the same cylin- 30

drical diameter as the cylindrical surface 28 is furnished,

numeral 70.

[0034] The heat-conductor inner layer 42 is applied to

the cylindrical surface of the mandrel, numeral 72. Be-

cause the primary function of the heat-conductor inner 35

layer 42 is to conduct heat from the housing 24 and

along the length of the fibers 44 to the thermal sink 56,

the fibers 44 are oriented as closely as possible to be

parallel to the cylindrical axis of the mandrel, which ul-

timately results in their being closely parallel to the cy-

lindrical axis 30. However, the fibers 44 need not be

aligned perfectly with the cylindrical axis, and deviations

of about 10 degrees or more are permitted (but not pre-

ferred). The preferred high-themnal-conductivity graph-

ite fibers and polymeric matrix are preferably applied by 45

layup or filament winding in a wet, uncured form.

[0035] The structural support outer layer 48 is applied

over the heat-conductor layer 42, numeral 74. The de-

tails of the fiber orientations in the layer 48 are specific

to a particular battery cell design. Generally, however, so

the fibers are positioned to have a substantial compo-

nent parallel to the circumferential direction 31 to pro-

vide hoop strength, but also a component that is not par-

allel to the circumferential direction. Crossed plies are

typically used to form the structural support outer layer 55

48 in order to achieve balanced loadings. The structural

support outer layer 48 may be applied either by a fila-

ment winding technique or a wet layup technique.

806 B1

[0036] The laid-up structure of the heat-conductor in-

ner layer 42 and the structural support outer layer 48 Is

cured on the mandrel, numeral 76. In the preferred ap-

proach, the curing is accomplished at a temperature of

about 121°C (250°F)forat least about 2 hours. The ma-

trices of the layers 42 and 48 are selected to be com-

patible with such a common-curing procedure, and this

selection is reflected in the preferred materials of con-

struction discussed previously herein. In the curing op-

eration, the layer 48 bonds to the layer 42. The cured

structure is machined as necessary for the subsequent

assembly steps, numeral 78.

[0037] The shell comprising the layers 42 and 48 is

split lengthwise by a slice through the cylindrical axis of

the mandrel, numeral 80, so that it can be removed from

the mandrel. The result is the two split shell segments

26a and 26b. These split shell segments may be lightly

machined or deburred as necessary after removal from

the mandrel.

[0038] The battery cell 22 is prepared using known

techniques and furnished, numeral 82. The adhesive

material used for the adhesive layer 40 is furnished and

used to bond each of the two split shell segments 26a

and 26b to the external surface of the battery cell 22,

numeral 84. The adhesive layer 40 is cured, typically at

ambient temperature for a time of 24 hours.

[0039] The steps 70. 72, 74, 76. 78, 80, 82. and 84

are performed for each of the battery cells 22 and hous-

ing supports 26, where, as in the embodiment of Figure

5, a multi-cell battery pack is manufactured.

[0040] The thermal sink 56 is supplied and affixed to

the heat-conductor layer, numeral 86. The structural

base 60 is supplied and affixed to the structural support

layer 48, numeral 88.

[0041] A battery cell 22 and housing support 26 have

been successfully prepared using the approach de-

scribed here. Based upon the resulting structure, it was
estimated that 8,165 kg (18 pounds) of weight would be

saved in an eight-battery pack design such as that of

Figure 5 using the present approach, as compared with

the best prior approaches.

[0042] Although a particular embodiment of the inven-

tion has been described in detail for purposes of illus-

tration, various modifications and enhancements may
be made without departing from the scope of the inven-

tion as defined by the appended claims.

Claims

1. A battery system, comprising at least one battery

cell (22) having a battery cell housing (24), and a

housing support (26) external to the battery cell

housing (24) and comprised of at least two split shell

segments (26a. 26b), characterized in that

the housing support (26) includes:

— a heat conductor inner layer (42) comprising a

6
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plurality of heat-conducting fibers (44), each of

the heat-conducting fibers (44) having a sink

end (55) thereof, and

- a structural support outer layer (48) overlying

the heat conductor inner layer (42), the struc-

tural support layer (48) being made of a fiber-

reinforced composite material; and

the battery system further comprises:

a layer (36) of a structural adhesive being insu-

lative and bonding the respective heat conduc-

tor Inner layer (42) to the battery cell housing

(24); and

a thermal sink (56) In thermal conduct with the

sink ends (55) of the plurality of heat-conduct-

ing fibers (44).

2. The battery system of claim 1, characterized by a

structural base (60) to which the structural support

outer layer (48) Is joined.

3. The battery system of claims 1 or 2, characterized

in that the heat-conducting fibers (44) are made of

high-thermal-conductivity graphite.

4. The battery system of any of claims 1-3, charac-

terized in that the structural support outer layer

(48) comprises a layer ofa graphite-fiber-reinforced

nonmetallic matrix (52).

5. The battery system of any of claims 1-4, charac-

terized in that the battery cell (22) has a generally

cylindrical housing (24) with a cylindrical axis (30),

wherein the heat-conducting fibers (44) are orient-

ed substantially parallel to the cylindrical axis (30),

and wherein the thermal sink (56) is located at a first

end of the generally cylindrical housing (24) of the

battery cell (22).

6. The battery system of claim 5, characterized by a

structural base (60) to which the structural support

layer (48) is joined, the structural base (60) being

disposed at a second end of the cylindrical housing

(24) of the battery cell (22).

7. The battery system of any of claims 1 - 6, charac-

terized In that the system Is configured as a battery

pack comprising:

a plurality of battery cells (22), each of the bat-

tery cells (22) having a battery cell housing

(24); and

a structural base (60) to which the structural

support outer layer (48) of each of the housing

supports (26) is joined.

8. A method for preparing a battery system, compris-

ing the steps of:

5

furnishing a battery cell (22) having a generally

cylindrical battery cell housing (24) with a cylin-

drical axis (30) and a cylindrical external sur-

face (28);

10

furnishing (70) a mandrel having a mandrel cy-

lindrical axis (30) and a generally cylindrical

mandrel surface of substantially the same di-

ameter as the battery cell housing (24);

IS

assembling (72-76) a housing shell over the

mandrel, the step of assembling including the

sub-steps of:

20 - applying (72) a heat-conductor Inner layer

(42) overlying the cylindrical mandrel sur-

face, the heat-conductor inner layer (42)

comprising a plurality of heat-conducting

fibers (44) aligned generally parallel to the

25 mandrel cylindrical axis (30), the heat-con-

ducting fibers (44) being made of high-ther-

mal-conductivity graphite and having a

sink end (55) thereof,

30 — applying (74) a structural su pport outer lay-

er (48) overlying the plurality of heat-con-

ducting fibers (44), the structural support

outer layer (48) being made of a fiber-rein-

forced composite material, and
35

- curing (76) the heat-conductor inner layer

(42) and structural support outer layer (48)

in place on the mandrel;

40 . splitting (80) the housing shell parallel to the

mandrel cylindrical axis (30) at two circumfer-

ential locations to form two split shell segments

(26a, 26b), and removing (80) the split shell

segments (26a, 26b) from the mandrel;

45

supplying an insulative structural adhesive

(36);

attaching (84) each split shell segment (26a,

50 26b) to the battery cell housing (24) using the

insulative structural adhesive (36); and

affixing (86) the sink ends (55) of the heat-con-

ducting fibers (44) of each of the split shell seg-

55 ments (26a, 26b) to a thermal sink (56), the

thermal sink (56) being disposed at a first end

of the battery cell housing (24).

7
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9. The method of claim 8, characterized by an addi-

tional step, after the step (84) of attaching, of affix-

ing (88) the structural support outer layer (48) of

each of the split shell segments (26a, 26b) to a

structural base (60).

Patentanspruche

1. Batteriesystem mit zumindest einer Batteriezetle io

(22), die ein Batteriezellengehause (24) hat. und ei-

nem Gehausetrager (26), der aufierhalb des Batte-

riezellengehauses (24) ist und zumindest zwei ge-

teilte Mantelsegmente (26a, 26b) aufweist, da-

durch gekennzeichnet, dafl ^5

der Gehausetrager (26) aufweist:

— eine innere Warmeleitschicht (42), die eine

Vielzaht von warmeleitenden Fasern (44) auf-

weist, wobei jede der warmeleitenden Fasern 20

(44) ein Senken-Ende (55) besitzt, und

— eine auliere strukturelle Tragerschicht (48), die

iiber der inneren Warmeleitschicht (42) liegt,

wobei die strukturelle Tragerschicht (48) aus ei- 25

nem faserverstarkten Compositmaterlal ge-

macht ist; und

das Batteriesystem ferner aufweist:

30

eine Schicht (36) eines strukturellen Klebemit-

teis, das isolierend ist und die jeweilige innere

Warmeleitschicht (42) mit dem Batteriezellen-

gehause (24) verklebt; und
35

eine Warmesenke (56) In thermlschem Kontakt

mit den Senken-Enden (55) der Vielzahl von

warmeleitenden Fasern (44).

2. Batteriesystem nach Anspruch 1 ,
gekennzeichnet 40

durch eine strukturelle Basis (60), mit der die au-

(iere strukturelle Tragerschicht (48) verbunden ist.

3. Batteriesystem nach Anspruch 1 Oder 2, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, daft die warmeleitenden Fasern 45

(44) aus einem hochwarmeleitenden Graphit ge-

macht sind.

4. Batteriesystem nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 3,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dad die auflere struk- so

turelle Tragerschicht (48) eine Schicht aus einer

graphitfaserverstarkten nichtmetallischen IVIatrix

(52) aufweist.

5. Batteriesystem nach einem der AnsprOche 1 bis 4, ss

dadurch gekennzeichnet, daR die Batterlezelle

(22) ein allgemein zylindrisches Gehause (24) mit

einer Zylinderachse (30) hat, wobei die warmelei-

806 B1

tenden Fasern (44) im wesentlichen parallel zu der

Zylinderachse (30) ausgerichtet sind, und wobei die

Wdrmesenke (56) an einem ersten Ende des allge-

mein zylindrischen Gehauses (24) der Batteriezelle

(22) liegt.

6. Batteriesystem nach Anspruch 5. gekennzeichnet

durch eine strukturelle Basis (60), mit der die struk-

turelle Tragerschicht (48) verbunden ist, wobei die

strukturelle Basis (60) an einem zweiten Ende des

zylindrischen Gehauses (24) der Batterlezelle (22)

angeordnet ist.

7. Batteriesystem nach einem der Anspruche 1 bis 6,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dafi das System als

Batteriepaket aufgebaut ist, mit:

einer Vielzahl von Batteriezellen (22), wobei je-

de Batterlezelle (22) ein Batteriezellengehause

(24) hat; und

einer strukturellen Basis (60), mit der die aulie-

re strukturelle Tragerschicht (48) jedes Gehau-
setragers (26) verbunden ist.

8. Verfahren zur Bereitstellung eines Batteriesystems,

mit den Schritten:

Liefern einer Batterlezelle (22) mit einem allge-

mein zylindrischen Batteriezellengehause (24)

mit einer Zylinderachse (30) und einer zylindri-

schen auf^eren Oberflache (28);

Liefern (70) eines Dorns, der eine zylindrische

Domachse (30) und eine allgemein zylindri-

sche Dornoberflache aufweist, die im wesentli-

chen den gleichen Durchmesser wie das Bat-

teriezellengehause (24) hat;

Aufbauen (72-76) ernes Gehausemantels iiber

den Dorn, wobei der Schritt des Aufbauens die

Unterschritte umfafit:

- Aufbringen (72) einer inneren Warmeleit-

schicht (42). die uber der zylindrischen

Dornoberflache liegt. wobei die innere

Warmeleitschicht (42) eine Vielzahl von

warmeleitenden Fasern (44) aufweist, die

allgemein parallel zu der Dorn-Zyllnder-

achse (30) liegen, wobei die warmeleiten-

den Fasern (44) aus einem hochwarmelei-

tenden Graphit gemacht sind und ein Sen-
ken-Ende (55) aufweisen,

— Aufbringen (74) einer au&eren strukturel-

len Tragerschicht (48), die uber der Viel-

zahl von warmeleitenden Fasern (44) liegt,

wobei die auflere strukturelle Trager-

8
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schicht (48) aus einem faserverstarkten

Kompositmaterial gemacht ist. und

Ausharten (76) der Inneren Warmeleit-

schicht (42) und der aufieren strukturellen 5

Tragerschlcht (48) auf dem Dorn;

Trennen (80) des Gehausemantels parallel zu

der Domzyllnderachse (30) an zwet Umfangs-

stellen, um zwei getellte Mantelsegmente (26a, io

26b) auszubilden, und entfernen (80) der ge-

trennten Mantelsegmente (26a. 26b) von dem
Dorn;

Zufuhren eines isolierenden strukturellen Kle- i5

bemittels (36);

-
.
Anbringen (84) jedes getrennten Mantelseg-

ments (26a, 26b) an dem Batteriezellengehau-

se (24), Indem das isollerende strukturelle Kle- 20

bemlttel (36) verwendet wird; und

Befestigen (86) der Senken-Enden (55) der

warmeleitenden Fasern (44) jedes der getrenn-

ten Mantelsegmente (26a, 26b) an einer War- 25

mesenke (56), wobei die Warmesenke (56) an

elnem ersten Ende des Batteriezellengehau-

ses (24) angeordnet ist.

9. Verfahren nach Anspruch 8, gekennzelchnet 30

durch einen zusatzlichen Schritt nach dem Schritt

(84) des Anbringens: Befestigen (88) der aufieren

strukturellen Tragerschlcht (48) jedes der getrenn-

ten Mantelsegmente (26a, 26b) an einer strukturel-

len Basis (60). 35

Revendicatfons

1. Systeme de batterie, comprenant au moins un ele-

ment d'accumulateur (22) comportant un logement

d'element d'accumulateur (24) et un support de lo-

gement (26) exterieur au logement d'element d'ac-

cumulateur (24) et se composant d'au moins deux
parties formant enveloppe (26a, 26b). caract6rls6 45

en ce que
le support de logement (26) comprend :

une couche interieure formant conducteur de

chaleur (42), comprenant une pluralite de fibres so

conductrices de chaleur (44), chacune des fi-

bres conductrices de chaleur (44) pr§sentant

une extremite de dissipation de chaleur (55), et

- une couche exterieure de support structural

(48) recouvrant la couche interieure formant ss

conducteur de chaleur (42), la couche de sup-

port structural (48) etant faite en un materiau

composite renforce par fibres ; et

806 B1

en ce que te systeme de batterie comprend en

outre

:

une couche (36) d'un adhesif structural, qui est

isolant et qui relle la couche Interieure formant

conducteur de chaleur (42) respective au loge-

ment d'element d'accumulateur (24) ; et

un dissipateur thermique (56), relie en conduc-

tion thenmique avec les extremites de dissipa-

tion de chaleur (55) de la pluralite de fibres con-

ductrices de chaleur (44).

2. Systeme de batterie selon la revendication 1, ca-

ractdrise par une base structurale (60), a laquelle

est rellee la couche exterieure de support structural

(48).

3. Systeme de batterie selon la revendication 1 ou 2,

caracterise en ce que les fibres conductrices de

chaleur (44) sont faites en graphite a haute conduc-

tivity thermique.

4. Systeme de batterie selon Tune quelconque des re-

vendlcations 1 a 3, caracterise en ce que la cou-

che exterieure de support structural (48) comprend

une couche d'une matrice non metallique renforcee

par fibres de graphite (52).

5. Systeme de batterie selon Tune quelconque des re-

vendlcations 1 a 4, caracterise en ce que I'element

d'accumulateur (22) a un logement (24) globale-

ment cylindrique ayant un axe de cyllndre (30), les

fibres conductrices de chaleur (44) etant orientees

sensiblement parallelementa Taxe de cylindre (30),

et te dissipateur thermique (56) etant situ^ au ni-

veau d'une premiere extremite du logement (24)

globalement cylindrique de I'element d'accumula-

teur (22).

6. Systeme de batterie selon la revendication 5, ca-

racterise par une base structurale (60) a laquelle

est reliee la couche de support structural (48), la

base structurale (60) etant disposee au niveau

d'une seconde extremite du logement cylindrique

(24) de I'element d'accumulateur (22).

7. Systeme de batterie selon Tune quelconque des re-

vendicatlons 1 a 6, caracterise en ce que le sys-

teme est realise en tant que bloc de batteries,

comprenant

:

une pluralite d'etements d'accumulateur (22),

chacun des elements d'accumulateur (22)

comportant un logement d'element d'accumu-

lateur (24) ; et

une base structurale (60), a laquelle est relive

la couche exterieure de support structural (48)

de chacun des supports de logement (26).

9
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Precede de fabrication d*un systeme de batterie.

comprenant les stapes de :

presence d'un element d'accumulateur (22)

comportant un logement d'element d'accumu- 5

lateur (24) globaiement cylindnque ayant un

axe de cylindre (30) et une surface exterieure

cylindrique (28)

;

presence (70) d'un mandrin ayant un axe de cy-

lindre de mandrin (30) et une surface de man- io

drin globaiement cylindrique presentant sensi-

blement le meme diametre que le togement

d'element d'accumulateur (24)

;

assemblage (72 a 76) d'une enveloppe formant

logement sur le mandrin, I'etape d'assemblage i5

comprenant les sous-stapes de :

806 B1

niveau d'une premiere extremity du logement

d'el6ment d'accumulateur (24).

9. Precede selon la revendication 8, caracteris6 par

une etape supplementaire, apr^s I'etape de fixation

(84), pour le raccordement (88) de la couche exte-

rieure de support structural (48) de chacune des

parties d'enveloppe (26a, 26b) a une base structu-

rate (60).

-- application (72) d'une couche intSrieure

formant conducteurde chaleur (42), recou-

vrant la surface de mandrin cylindrique, la 20

couche interieure formant conducteur de

chaleur (42) comprenant une pluralite de

fibres conductrices de chaleur (44), ali-

gnees globaiement parallelement a I'axe

de cylindre de mandrin (30), les fibres con- 25

ductrices de chaleur (44) etant faites en du

graphite d haute conductivity thermique et

presentant une extremity de dissipation de
chaleur (55),

— application (74) d*une couche exterieure 30

de support structural (48) recouvrant la plu-

ralite de fibres conductrices de chaleur

(44), la couche exterieure de support struc-

tural (48) etant faite en un materiau com-

posite renforce par fibres, et 35

- durcissement (76) de la couche interieure

formant conducteur de chaleur (42) et de

la couche exterieure de support structural

(48) en position sur le mandrin ;

40

division (80) de I'enveloppe formant logement,

parallelement a I'axe de cylindre de mandrin

(30), au niveau de deux emplacements circon-

ferentiels, afin de former deux parties d'enve-

loppe (26a, 26b), et enlevement (80), du man- ^5

drin, des deux parties d'enveloppe (26a, 26b)

sSparees
;

approvisionnement d'un adhSsif rsolant (36)

structural

;

fixation (84) de chaque partie d'enveloppe so

(26a, 26b) au logement d'element d'accumula-

teur (24) en utilisant I'adhesif Isolant (36)

structural ; et

raccordement (86) des extrSmites de dissipa-

tion thermique (55) des fibres conductrices de 55

chaleur (44) de chacune des parties d'envelop-

pe (26a, 26b) a un dissipateur de chaleur (56),

le dissipateur de chaleur (56) etant dispose au

10
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FIG. 3
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